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Introduction

To implement our campaign in all participating countries, Ketchum Publico provides 
the Caritas organisations and their agency partners with a toolkit� The toolkit consists 
of various items including text, templates for graphic content and a reporting template, 
among other elements�

In this manual you find information on how to apply the materials provided in the 
toolkit. We give you an overview of which items the toolkit consists of, where to find 
the different items and how to actually use them in your country�
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The campaign design

The hashtag
The campaign hasthag #whatishome is defined to accompany all social media postings 
and activities throughout the MIND project Year 1� Applying the campaign hashtag to 
postings will help us tag and monitor any campaign-related activities�

The logo
The campaign logo consists of the campaign-title as well as the campaign hashtag and 
is meant to be embedded in any visual content throughout the MIND project Year 1 
to provide a consistent cross-national demeanor� The Logo is attached to the Toolkit-
Package. There are pixel and vector files of the logo aswell as a negative version, which 
should only be used in exceptional cases� Please use primarily the white/positive version 
of the campaign logo� The following instructions ensure the logo is used consistently 
throughout each country� The logo cannot be changed in any circumstances�

The font type
The font type used throughout the MIND project Year 1 is „Helvetica World“� You will 
find the font attached to the Toolkit-Package. Please make sure you install the font family 
before opening any posting templates! 

• You will find the campaign design assets here: [Toolkit/Campaign-Design]

Logo proportion: 
Square; make sure to 
keep the ratio 1:1�

Campaign logo Embedding logo 
on photo content:

Place the logo at 
the top left corner, 
with a 70 px gap 
between the left 
edge of the visual 
content and the left 
edge of the logo�

Ensure the logo is 
big enough so title 
and hashtag are 
fairly visible.

Apply light 
dropshadow to the 
logo� (Opacity: ~ 
28 %)

70
 p

x
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Campaigning Kick-off

For the first two weeks of the campaign, please make sure to release at least one posting 
per day via your own social media channel� Later on, two to three posting per week will 
be sufficient. To provide a starting ramp for the campaign we kick-off with a big bang 
to spread the message and invite to join the campaign�

What does that mean?

• The campaign starts on one defined date (every country defines its own date)

• On your own social media channel(s)

• And on the channels of several influencers

What to prepare?

Own channels

• Select and adapt the most appropriate social media asset for your own channels

• Include following points into the posting:

 — Information on #whatishome

 — Call to action to participate in campaign

 — Call to action to sign petition (optional) 

Caritas-internal influencers/spokespersons

• Encourage them to share the initial posting on their channels

• Encourage them to create own content and participate in the campaign 

Influencer

• Select 3-5 appropriate local influencers

• Approach them around 2 weeks before campaign start

• Brief them on the campaign and how to provide suitable content

• At least three influencers should participate in the campaign kick-off. The more the 
better�
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Campaigning Video Briefing

General information

To kick off our campaign with a big bang, we will build a base and spread our message 
by using our own channels and inviting influencers to join the campaign. By publishing 
one video throughout all partner countries (with subtitles in national languages) in 
year one of the campaign, we emphasise the fact that #whatishome is one campaign 
carried out in several countries, but still is recognising the uniqueness of each country 
and every partner� 

As we already pointed out, the word home is changing from birthplace or where we 
grew up to something more individual, subjective and emotional� Every person has 
the right to define what home is to him or herself and to call something home. While 
people themselves are very different, their definition of home will be quite similar – 
independent of where they have their roots (global north vs� global south), social class 
or which language they speak� This angle will be the main message, focusing on our 
common search for: safety, warmth, familiarity, understanding and happiness�

By stringing together single sequences shot in different countries, we show the breadth 
of what home means to people – and that people of different origin may define home 
in a similar way. That way we also provide a range of definitions of home during the 
campaign. With this video briefing for interviews we want to ensure a common look for 
our first years video. As the lead agency in Vienna will be assembling the video data 
from all the 12 partners, please make sure to stick to the following guidelines�

Tasks for every partner
Every partner will pick 5 people in total and ask them to explain using one short 
sentence and in their native language, what home is to them� For being able to show 
the diversity of people living in the EU we would like to feature people from all social 
classes, with different ethnical background, in traditional clothing, in working-clothes, 
from all different ages ��� Feel free to be creative when choosing your interview partners!  

Please make sure:

• Keep the answers short and on point – otherwise the video will be too long.

• Ask the interviewees to start their answer with ”To me, home is …“

• Find various responses i�e� that not everybody says the same thing (e�g� not only 
“home for me is my family”, “friends”)�

• Do not pick somebody who has an ongoing asylum process – we don’t want the 
video to be used against this person in any way�
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Your local agency will help you conducting the interviews by filming them and by 
making sure to send us all relevant raw material�
 
Please make sure you start filming as you ask the question, so we also grab the reaction 
on the question and the thinking process� The response should not be longer than 
3-5 seconds� We will cut the response, so your voice will not be featured in the video� 
Doing it that way is better for the cutting process� Make sure the people featured in the 
videos deliver a clear and short statement / answer to the question „what is home to 
you?“� Please feature only one person per video!

Please do not forget to let the interviewed person giving his/her declaration of consent 
of using the material on social media.
 
• You will find the consent form here: 

 [Toolkit/Owned_Channels/Listening/Video/Consent_Form]

Video style guide

As we are merging videos from 11 countries and want them to have a consistent look, 
it is very important that you follow our style guide instructions� Place your interview 
partner in the middle of the video frame and make sure the background has a low 
depth of focus (blurry)� As we aim at blurry backgrounds, you can choose any location 
for your video setting (inside or outside), as long as it is not single-colored (e�g� white 
wall) or distracting from the message your interview partner is delivering (e�g� people 
running around in the background or looking / pointing at the camera)� Make sure the 
face of your interview partner is in focus and well-lit� Ensure you don‘t crop the face of 
your interviewee� The picture below shows an example of what your video should look 
like. Please find a sample video attached.

Position of the interview 
partner
The head of the interviewee 
should be in the middle of the 
frame (portrait style)�

E.g.: Video-still of ideal interview situation

Low depth of focus in the 
background
Try to film with wide aperture or  
low f-number, to reach a blurry 
background�

Set the focus right
Make sure your interview 
partner is in focus and well-lit 
(try to avoid shadows on the 
face)�
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Sound and Subtitles

To ensure a comprehensible sound quality for your video, make sure to use appropriate 
audio equipment while filming (e.g. clip-on microphone). Encourage your interview 
partner to speak understandingly� To avoid any background noises and unexpected 
disturbances, choose a quiet and safe surrounding for producing your video� Do not 
insert any music, sound effects or similar, as long as it is not part of the video-message� 

Please translate the spoken words in your video to English, as we will need to add 
subtitles to the campaign kick-off video� Prepare your subtitles in a word document 
and refer each document to the belonging video file (name them using the same 
classification as pointed out in the section format and data handling)� Additionally to 
the English quotes, please also provide name and age of the person shown in each 
video�

Format and data handling

For overall consistent video quality, please try your best to reach a video resolution of 
1920 x 1080 (Full HD)� We recommend using real video equipment (camera, stand and  
a microphone)� In case you don‘t have access to that kind of equipment, we recommend 
using a modern smartphone (iPhone 6 or later) with a high resolution camera and good 
sound quality. The video data format needs to be „.MOV“ or „.MP4“. Do not add any 
colour grading or video effects to your video data. Name your video files according to 
the following classification: Country_VideoNo. — e.g.: Austria_Video1. Please deliver 
your videos and subtitle transcripts together in a .zip file and send it to Kathi and Alain.

The final step

After receiving the final version of the kick-off video with English subtitles from Ketchum 
Publico, your agency will translate and edit all subtitles to your national language(s) — 
this will be the final step, so you can share your individual / regional kick-off video on 
social media�
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Owned Channels

Every Caritas partner has official main social media pages (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram) 
which we want you to use as the source of the campaign� Please make sure that this 
page has the main focus of your campaign� Employees and volunteers should be 
encouraged to share postings and stories from the main page�

Call to Action
To provide different levels of engagement every partner provides three options to 
include a Call to Action� 

Campaign participation:  
We invite users to share their own definition of home aswell as their 
migration story� Optional: invite others to tell their story�

Sign petition:  
We invite users to sign the ECI petition (optional)

Event participation:  
We invite users to be part of local activities (like the Living Libraries or events 
from the young caritas etc�)

Content Matrix 
The content for your owned channels will be provided in five“baskets”. Each of you can 
draw the most suitable content for their local situation and adapt them accordingly or 
create own content based on the baskets�

The baskets are:

• Information about SDGs

• Participation: invitation for user generated content

• Invitation: to participate in local activities 

• Listening: Refugees/Minorities tell their story on home

• Response: to current political issue

📸

✏

❤
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Information about SDGs 
Many people rely on deceptive sources and opinions concerning migration and 
development� Therefore, an informative element is necessary to rectify the public 
perception on these topics� You provide postings with answers to the question “what is 
home?” based on SDGs and invite users to sign the ECI petition (optional)�

• You will find a PSD-Templates (Facebook & Twitter) as well as text templates for 
SDG postings here: [Toolkit/Owned_Channels/SDGs/_Template]

• You will find pre-selected photos for all SDGs here: 
 [Toolkit/Owned_Channels/SDGs/Photos]

• You will find copy drafts for all SDGs here: 
 [Toolkit/Owned_Channels/SDGs/Copy] 

Call to Action — sign 
the petition

This call to action 
includes a link which will 
take users straight to the 
ECI petition� (optional)

Campaign Element

One to two sentences 
with an answer to 
the question „what is 
home?“ based on SDGs�

Information on SDGs

A paragraph about the 
reasons why people are 
leaving their country of 
origins based on SDGs�

E.g.: Information about SDGs
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Participation: Invitation for user generated content 
We want users to think about their own home or their family‘s roots of migration – so 
we ask them to tell us their story and what home is to them�

• You will find a PSD-Template for participation GIF-postings here:  
[Toolkit/Owned_Channels/Participation/_Template]

• You will find copy drafts for participation postings here:  
[Toolkit/Owned_Channels/Participation/Copy]

Call to Action

A call to action (to 
join the #whatishome 
campaign, sign the 
ECI petition (optional), 
participate at an event 
or to tell the personal 
story) helps getting viral�

Sign the petition

This call to action 
includes a link which will 
take users straight to the 
ECI petition� (optional)

Campaign Element

A short paragraph about 
the campaign informs 
the users on what 
#whatishome is about�

Tell us YOUR story

To get more users 
involved and to call 
upon your followers‘ 
emotions, invite your 
followers to tell their 
own migration stories�

E.g.: Invitation for user generated content
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Invitation: Participation in local activities 
We want users to think about their own home or their family‘s roots of migration – so 
we ask them to tell us their story and what home is to them� To promote a local feeling 
please make sure to use a picture from a past event for this posting and insert the logo 
as described in the campaign design section�

• You will find a PSD Template for invitation postings here:  
[Toolkit/Owned_Channels/Invitation/_Template]

• You will find copy drafts for invitation postings here:  
[Toolkit/Owned_Channels/Invitation/Copy]

Call to Action

A call to action (to 
participate at an event) 
helps getting viral�

Campaign Elements

The hashtag and the 
logo as the essential 
recognition value for the 
#whatishome campaign�

E.g.: Invitation to local activitiy
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Listening: Refugees/Minorities tell their story on home 
We want to hear the stories of those who don‘t have their own channels� That‘s why 
you provide a voice to them with your official social media campaign channel. The 
local agency will take photos or short videos of migrants and refugees and minorities 
to tell their story on home and post them on your Social Media channels� For more 
information please take a look at the briefing for how to take a video. As we said before: 
We want to show that migration is a reality for millions of people, also within the EU� 
We do not want to romanticize it� Therefore we also want to tell stories of minorities/
diaspora/refugees who were not so lucky to being able to find a new home in the EU 
easily� And of people, who went off to Europe full of hope and then had to return (often 
more forced than voluntarily) to their countries of origin� This is where networking of 
the advocacy work we do will be visible on Social Media: We also want to tell stories 
of people living in the Global South� For privacy reasons please make sure any person 
shown in your pictures signs the consent form�

• You will find a PSD Template for Listening postings here:  
[Toolkit/Owned_Channels/Listening/Photo/_Template]

• You will find the consent form here:  
[Toolkit/Owned_Channels/Listening/Photo]

E.g.: Refugees tell their stories
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Listening: Video 
Get in contact with local caritas facilities (“Lerncafés - study groups, young caritas etc�) 
to find suitable candidates for your short videos. Usually, staff and volunteers who work 
in this facilities can help you to find suitable candidates. 

For privacy reasons please make sure any person interviewed or shown in your video 
signs the consent form� 

• You will find the consent form here: 
 [Toolkit/Owned_Channels/Listening/Video]

Make sure to: 

• not pick people who have an ongoing asylum process – we don’t want the video to 
be used against this persons in any way

• ask questions with a wide range of possible answers that don’t unsettle your interview 
partner� As this can vary greatly depending on what the person experienced, please 
talk to your local partners who know the chosen people to find suiting questions.

For more Information about the technical setting please take a look at the chapter 
“Campaigning Video Briefing”

Opening and ending

There is an Adobe Premiere Pro template provided in the Tookit with a prepared intro 
and outro sequence� Intro and outro should always be part of any video content� Please 
use the title-style template (Headline/Subline) for your video title�

• You will find a Adobe Premiere Pro Template here:  
[Toolkit/Owned_Channels/Listening/Video/_Template]

Format and handling

Please use video content with a resolution of 1920 x 1080 pixels (Full HD)� The video 
should be uploaded directly to facebook to ensure facebook-Autoplay and high post 
reach (do not post YouTube-Links or embedding)� At the best the video lenght should 
be 1 minute (including intro and outro sequence)� 

[IMPORTANT]: Please insert subtitles to all videos! Facebook-users do not always turn 
on audio when watching video content — we want to ensure your message is at least 
being read! ;)
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Individual content – response to a current political situation 
We want you to response to current political situations in your country to create content 
as part of the #whatishome campaign� 

An Austrian example:
Austria‘s government step by step decreases the rights of refugees in Austria.  E.g. 
upon entering the country, refugees have to hand over their mobile devices, so 
the authorities can track their route of migration. Nobody knows for how long their 
property will stay in the officials possession. In most cases mobile devices are the 
only possibility for refugees to stay in touch with their families.

• Please use this PSD Template also for Individual postings:  
[Toolkit/Owned_Channels/Listening/Photo/_Template]

E.g.: Individual content
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Influencer

Criteria for Influencer selection
Involving influencers fitting to our campaign is crucial to reach large parts of society. 
By influencers, we mean “living examples” or locally well-known migrants and not 
necessarily top celebrities� The local agency partners will provide you with their 
experience regarding the selection of the trustworthy influencers fulfilling following 
criteria�

• Locally appreciated people: To fit our set of influencers, the selected people 
should be well-known and appreciated in certain parts of your country (regions, 
cities) or the country as a whole�

• Migration background (internal or external): All influencers should tell their own 
migration story� Therefore, they must have a migration background themselves� Of 
course, this does not have to be an external migration but can be internal as well, 
e�g� from the countryside to a small village, from a town to the capital etc� due to 
various reasons (education, employment, love etc�)�

• Relevant social media presence and reach: To contribute to our goal of reaching 
large parts of society it is important to choose influencers with a relevant social 
media presence and reach. Especially the 3 to 5 influencers chosen for the launch 
of the campaign should reach a broad audience�

• Create a diverse set of influencers: To reach different parts of population, we 
should aim to choose diverse influencers. Field of occupation, religion, gender and 
sexual orientation, ethnic background, amongst others, could be factors to create 
such a set�

• Minimize risk of involvement in future scandals: To reduce the risk of being linked 
to a future scandal, we conduct thorough background checks on the influencers 
we cooperate with� By doing research on potential links to disputable activities 
(e.g. heavy alcohol or drug use, human trafficking) or questionable statements 
on controversial topics (e�g� gender equality) we minimize the risk of choosing 
influencers who might at some point be involved in a scandal – while, of course, we 
can never fully eliminate this risk�

• Examples:

 — Sportspersons (e�g� active in FIFA world cup)

 — Musicians (e�g� participants in Eurovision Song Contest)

 — Business People (Managers, Chefs, Speakers, …)

 — Actors, TV Hosts

 — Beauty pageants winners (Miss Austria, Mister Belgium, Miss Portugal, …)

 — Bloggers/Youtubers
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Cover Letter for Influencers
After choosing the influencers you would like to participate in the campaign, it is 
important to approach them in at least two weeks prior to the date you want them to 
publish a posting� If you previously have made contact, please get in touch with them 
on the communication channel you established� 

If you don’t know them, you find a cover letter to address influencers in the toolkit. 
Please translate this cover letter to your national language and adapt it according to 
the influencer’s occupation etc.

• You will find a Cover Letter for Influencers here:  
[Toolkit/Influencer]

Influencer Briefing
As soon as you get a positive response by an influencer, send him or her more detailed 
information on what a posting should look like� Therefore, please translate and adapt 
the briefing you find in the toolkit.

• You will find the Influencer Briefing here:  
[Toolkit/Influencer]

Additionally, there is also a photoshop template including the #whatishome logo in the 
toolkit. You can share this with the influencers as well. While some will use it, it is likely 
that others won’t - which is also fine as long as they use the hashtag #whatishome.

• You will find the Influencer PSD-Template here:  
[Toolkit/Influencer/_Template]
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User Generated Content

By involving influencers and using your own main channels, you inspire the broad 
public to engage in your campaign by telling their own story or sharing your content� 
Having seen the content of their heroes, they are encouraged to produce postings 
including visual content and the hashtag #whatishome�

E.g.: User generated content
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Reporting

Guidelines
Until the external evaluation for social media starts, please use the this reporting 
spreadsheet�

The Reporting spreadsheet is compiled of two worksheets:

• own social media activities marked as OWNED Social Media

• influencer coverage marked as EARNED Social Media

Note:

• Please do not alter the file format! The spreadsheet is already formatted, please be 
careful when you do copy/paste�

• One row for one posting/clipping

Rolling Coverage Tracker Owned Social Media

Column A: Country Name

Please enter the English name for your country
 

Column B: Date of Publication

Please enter the date, when the posting was published in the format DD�MM�YY�
 

Column C: Channel

Please enter the channel the posting was published naming the organisation (e�g� 
Caritas Europe, Caritas Styria, Young Caritas Bavaria, …)
This is especially important if you have several regional channels and/or those of the 
Young Caritas who are publishing on the project�
 

Column D: Plattform

Please enter the social media platform the content was posted on: Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram, Youtube, …
 

Column E: Link

Please copy the direct link and paste into the posting caption�
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Column F: Topic

Please select the topic the content is covering�
 

Column G: #views

Please enter the sum of the views on the posting� As an admin of the channel you can 
see below each postings how many people were reached� Take the sum of organic and 
paid reach, if paid reach is used�
 

Column H: #Engagement

Enter the sum all Likes, Reactions, Comments and Shares�
 

Column I: #Engagement Rate

This column is pre-calculated: engagement divided by views�

Rolling Coverage Tracker Earned Social Media

Note:

• If an influencer posts on e.g. Facebook and Instagram, make an own row for each 
posting

• Please only track publicly visible postings - if user generated content is only shared 
with friends, we do not track it�

Column A: Country Name

Please enter the English name for your country
 

Column B: Date of Publication

Please enter the date, when the posting was published in the format DD�MM�YY�
 

Column C: Medium/Influencer

Please enter the name of the influencer/blog who posted content on the campaign. 
This also includes traditional media who participate in the campaign on their social 
media channels. Articles on a media outlet’s website are excluded!
 

Column D: Plattform

Please enter the social media platform the content was posted on: Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram, Youtube, …
 

Column E: Link

Please enter the direct link to the posting�
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Column F: Topic

Please select the topic the content is covering�
 

Column G: #SM Reach

Please enter the reach of the social media channel (fans, followers) who posted on the 
campaigns�
 

Column H: #Engagement

Enter the sum all visible Likes, Reactions, Comments and Shares�
 

Column I: #Engagement Rate

This column is pre-calculated: engagement divided by Social Media Reach�


